SAND ALL EDGES WITH FINE SANDPAPER, ONE COAT THIN DOPE, SAND AGAIN. HUMBROL MATT ENAMELS FOR CAMOUFLAGE.
8" LOOP × 1/16 RUBBER FOR LAUNCH.

PLASTICINE IF NEEDED

CUT LOWER EDGE AT 45° FOR ANHEDRAL

GLUE TISSUE
ENGINE PODS 1/8 SOFT × 2

WING HERE

PIN WING FLAT BEFORE PACKING TIPS TO 3/8

CUT SHALLOW 'V' AT DOTTED LINE, BEND UP & PACK TO 3/8

1/8 SCRAP FORMER FOR ANHEDRAL

1/16 MED. SOFT TAILPLANE

LONG FLAT GLIDE (GOOD)

STALLS - MORE PLASTICINE

TOO STEEP - LESS PLASTICINE

PHANTOM
By B. MALLETT.